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An ALGOL 68 implementation of Urabe's method for nonlinear periodic dif-
ferential systems 
by 
J. Blom & J.G. Verwer 
ABSTRACT 
Let dx/dt = X(x,t) denote a real nonlinear system of differential equa-
tions periodic int. Assuming certain smoothness conditions, for these 
systems Urabe established a practical method, based on the method of 
Galerkin, to compute periodic approximate solutions and to obtain strict 
error bounds. With his method, in the course of calculating the error bounds, 
it is also possible to investigate the existence of an exact periodic solu-
tion, as well as the stability. This report contains a computer implementa-
tion of the method of Urabe written in the programming language ALGOL 68. 
To illustrate the use of the program it is applied to the van der Pol equa-
tion and a Volterra-Lotka syst~m. 
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denote a real nonlinear system of differential equations where x and X(x,t) 
are vectors of the same dimension and X(x,t) is smooth and 21r-periodic int. 
For this type of differential systems, URABE [3] establishes a practical 
method, based on the method of Galerkin, to compute 21r-periodic approximate 
solutions and to obtain strict error bounds. Further he describes a tech-
nique to investigate, in the course of calculating error bounds, the exis-
tence and stability of an exact periodic solution. 
In [4] Urabe and Reiter discuss all numerical aspects which arise in 
the application of Urabe's method to practical problems. They propose a 
series of al9orithms which lend themselves directly to implementation on a 
computer. In this paper we present a computer implementation of the method 
of Urabe, written in the programming lan<J,Uage ALGOL 68, which apart from a 
minor modification, is based on the algorithms given by URABE & REITER [4]. 
The computer program shall be described in section 2. Because of the 
fact that almost all programmed algorithms have been given in [4], we shall 
not discuss the algorithms and confine ourselves, as much as· possible, to 
the ALGOL 68 program. This means, of course, that we shall frequently refer 
to [4]. It also means that this note can not be read without having know-
ledge of the paper of Urabe and Reiter. In section 3 we shall, to illustrate 
the use of the program, apply it to a van der Pol equation [4], and to a 
Volterra-Lotka system [2]. Other demonstrations of the usefulness of Urabe's 
method, when implemented on a computer, have been given in [1,4,5]. 
The proq-ram has been tested on the CDC Cyber 73-28/174-16 computer (ac-
curacy: 48 binary digits in the mantissa) of the "Stichting Academisch Re-
kencentrum Amsterdam". 
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2. THE ALGOL 68 PROGRAM 
The program consists of 3 routines, viz. GALERKIN, COMPUTE Mand 
COMPUTER R, and a prelude. The prelude contains declarations of operators 
and procedures which perform standard operations, e.g. the linear algebra 
routines all have been placed in the prelude. It further contains mode 
definitions, among others: 
mode vec = ref [ ] real 
mode covec = ref [ ] compl 
mode mat = ref [ , ] real 
mode vecvec = ref [ ] vec 
Two examples, how to use the routines, will be given in section 3. 
2.1. Galerkin 
This routine forms the equations of the determining system [4,(2.9)], 










X (t) = 
m a 0 + L a 2n-l sin nt + a 2n cos nt 
n=l 
solution x = x of (1.1). The meaning of the parameters of 
GALERKIN (int NC, MS v,ecvec ALFA, 
proc (~,real) ~x, 
proc (~,real) mat PSI) bool 
follows: 
NC: The positive integer N of the determining system [4,(2.9)]. The input 
of NC is a value~ m+l. 
MS: The integer min (2.1). The input of MS is some positive integer. 
ALFA: The sequence a= (a ,a , ••. ,a2 ). ALFA[i][j] contains the j-th com-0 1 m 
ponent of the coefficient vector a .• The input of ALFA should be some 
]. 
initial approximation for the Newton iteration process [4,(2.12)]. 
The output of ALFA is the sequence a which defines (2.1). 
X: This procedure defines the vector X(x,t) of (1.1). An example of its 
use is given in section 3. 
3 
PSI This procedure defines the Jacobian matrix ~[x,t] of X(x,t) with re-
spect to x. An example of its use is given in section 3. 
On exit GALERKIN delivers the value true if the computation has been per-
formed successfully, and false if the Newton iteration process did not con-
verge within the maximal number of iterations allowed. When an error occurs 
in the LU-decomposition of the system [4,(2.12)], the process is broken off. 
In both cases a message is given by the program (see source text) • 




nc , ms, . vecvec 
( .vec , .real ) 






f genvvec, resp. genmmat reserves heap memory which can be addressed 
by an object of the mode vec, resp. mat, as well as by an object 
of the mode vecvec, resp. matmat. for further details see the 
description in the prelude. 
f 
.int nc2 = 2*nc, ms2 = 2*ms; 
.int upbx = .upb alfa[ms2]; 
.vvec f = genvvec(ms2, upbx); 
.mmat jac = genmmat(ms2, upbx); 
.vecvec xm t = .heap [l:nc2J .vec; 
[l:nc2J .real sin t, cos t; 
• for i • to nc2 
.do .real ti= (2*i-l)/nc2 * pi; 
sin t[i] := sin(ti); cos t[i] := cos(ti) 
.od 
f computation of a trigonometric polynomial. 
see theorem 4 in the paper of urabe and reiter. 
f 
.op .compute = (.vecvec xm t) .void : 
( .vec cu, cl, c2, c3, c; .vec zero= .neap [l:upbx] .real 
.vecvec alfac = alfa; .int msc = ms, ms2c = ms2; 
.for i .to upbx .do zero(i] := u.o .od ; 
. for i • to nc2 
.do co := alfac[ms2c]; 
cl := zero; c2 := zero; c3 := zero; 
.real cos ti= cos t[i]; 
.for j .from msc-1 .by -1 .to o 
.do c := alfac[2*j+l] + 2*cos ti*cl - c3; c3 := cl; cl := c; 
c := alfac[2*j] + 2*cos ti*cU - c2; c2 := c0; co := c 
.od; 
xm t[i] :=co+ sin t[i]*cl - cos ti*c2 
.od 
); # compute xm i 
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f computation of the functions f given by formula (2.9) in the 
paper of urabe and reiter. 
f 
.op .compute = (.vvec ff) .voiu 
( .initialize ff i-on zero i; 
.vecvec f = vv .of ff; 
.vecvec xmc t = xm t, alfac = alfa; 
.int msc = ms, nc2c = nc2, nee= nc; 
.for i .to nc2c 
.do .real ti= (2*i-l)/nc2c * pi; 
.vec xm ti= xmc t[i]; 
.vec x ti = x(xm ti, ti); 
f{O] +:= X ti; 
.real sin ti= sin tli], cos ti= cos t{i]; 
.real sin nti := sin ti, cos nti := cos ti; 
. for' n . to msc 
.do f{2*n-1J +:= sin nti * x ti; 
fl2*n] +:= cos nti * x ti; 
.real sin= sin nti; 
.od 
.od 
sin nti := sin*cos ti+ cos nti*sin ti; 
cos nti := cos nti*cos ti - sin*sin ti 
f[O] /:= .real (nc2c); 
.for n .to msc 
.do f{2*n-1J /:= .real (nee); f(2*n-l] +·= .real (n) * alfac(2*n]; 
f[2*n] /:= .real (nee); f(2*n] -:= .real (n) * alfac(2*n-1J 
.od 
); i compute f # 
t computation of the elements of the jacobian matrix given by 
formula (2.11) in the paper of urabe and reiter. 
f 
~op .compute = (.mmat jac) .void 
( .initialize jac, on zero#; 
.matmat j = mm .of jac; .yecvec xmc t = xm t; 
.int msc = ms, nee= nc, nc2c = nc2; 
.for i .to nc2c 
.do .real ti= (2*i-l)/nc2c * pi; 
.od 
.vec xm ti = xmc t[i]; .mat psi ti= psi (xm ti, ti); 
j(O,OJ +:= psi ti; 
.real sin ti= sin t[i], cos ti= cos t[iJ; 
.real sin pti := sin ti, cos pti := cos ti; 
.for p .to msc 
p2ml = p2-l; 
* psi ti; 
* psi ti; 
.do .int p2 = 2*p; .int 
j(O,p2ml) +:= sin pti 
j(O,p2) +:= cos pti 
.real sin nti := sin 
.for n .to msc 
ti, cos nti := cos ti; 
.do .int n2 = 2*n; .int n2ml 
j[n2ml,p2ml) +:= sin nti * 
j[n2ml,p2] +:= sin nti * 
j [n2, p2) +:= cos nti * 
.real sin= sin nti; 
= n2-l; 
sin pti * 
cos pti * 




sin nti := sin*cos ti+ cos nti*sin ti; 
.od 
cos nti := cos nti*cos ti - sin*sin ti 
.od; 
.real sin= sin pti; 
sin pti := sin*cos ti+ cos pti*sin ti; 
cos pti := cos pti*cos ti - sin*sin ti 
j[0,U] /:= .real (nc2c); 
.for p .to msc 




.mat (j[p2ml,U]) := j[U,p2ml]; j[0,p2ml] 
• mat ( j [ p2, · 0] ) : = j [ 0 , p2 ] ; j [ 0 , p2 
n .to msc 
.int n2 = 2*n; .int n2ml = n2-l; 
/:= .real (nc2c); 
/:= .real (nc2c) 
j[n.2ml,0] /:= .real (nee); j[n2,0] /:= .real (nee); 
.for p .to msc 
.do .int p2 = 2*p; .int p2ml = p2-l; 
.mat (j[n2,p2ml]) := j[p2ml,n2]; 
j[n2ml,p2ml] /:= .real (nee); 
j [n2ml ,p2 ] /:= . real (nee); 
j[n2, p2ml] /:= .real (nee); 




+:= .real (n); j[n2,n2ml] -:= .real (n) 
); f compute jac # 
#newton# 
.real eps = 1.0 e-11; .int nonit := u; 
.while .compute xm t; 
.compute f; 
.compute jac; 
( .not decsol{m .of Jae, v .of f) 
! print((newline, 10*"*", " error in lu decomposition")); 
error 
) ; 
sqrt(.sqr (v .of f)) > eps .and nonit <= 10 
.do alfa -:= vv .of f; nonit +:= l .oa ; 
) 
nonit > 10 
print((newline, 10*"*", "newton process did not converge witnin", 
" 10 iterations")); . false 
.true 
); # galerkin jf 
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2. 2. Compute M 
This routine estimates the upperbound M [4,p.117, section D] and com-
putes the multipliers.of dy/dt = ~(x (t),t)y, ~(x,t) being the Jacobian 
m 
matrix of X(x,t) with respect to x [4,p.118]. The meaning of the parameters 
of 
proc COMPUTE M (int LABDAO, MS, vecvec ALFA, 
covec MULTIPLIERS. 
proc (~,real) mat PSI) real 







The integer AO defining the stepsize h = 2~/A0 for the Runge-Kutta-
method. The input of LABDAO is some positive integer. 
See GALERKIN. 
See GALERKIN. Here, however, the input of ALFA should be the co-
efficients of a computed approximation x (t). On exit, ALFA is un-
m 
changed. 
The multipliers of dy/dt = ~(x (t) ,t)y. No input is required. On 
m 
exit, MULTIPLIERS contains the co~puted eigenvalues. 
See GALERKIN. 
On exit of COMPUTE M, the estimated upperbound Mis assigned to COMPUTE M. 
It is noted that this routine can be called subsequently for different 
values of A0 • This may be desirable in order to get an indication on the 
accuracy of the results. In case the eigenvalue computation fails the 
routine gives a message (see source text). 
.proc compute m = (.int 
.ref 
.proc 
f initialization t 
labdaO, ms, .vecvec alfa, 
.covec multipliers, 
(.vec , .real ) .mat psi) .real 
.int labda02 = 2*labda0, ms2 = 2*ms; 
.int upbx = .upb alfa[ms2); 
t computation of a trigonometric polynomial, 
see theorem 4 in the paper of urabe and reiter • 
• proc xm = ( .real t) .vec : 
( .vec c, cu, cl, ·c2, c3 := .heap [l:upbx] .real ; 
.vecvec alfac = alfa; .int msc = ms, ms2c = ms2; 
.for j .to upbx .do c3(j] := 0.0 ,od 
cu := alfac[ms2c]; 
cl := c3; c2 := c3; 
t = sin(t); 
-1 .to U 
.real cost= cos(t), sin 
.for j .from msc-1 .by 
.do c := alfac[2*j+l] + 2*cos t*cl - c3; 
2*cos t*cO - c2; 
c3 := cl; cl := c; 
c := alfac[2*j] + 
.od; 
cu+ sin,t*cl - cos t*c2 
); t compute xm(t) f 
t computation of fundamental matrix phi# 
.vecmat phi= .heap 
.for i .from U .to 
.do phi[i] := .heap 
t runge kutta 1 
[O:labdaO] .mat; 
labdaO 
[ l : upbx, l: upbx] • real 
.real h = pi*2 / labdaO; .real h2 = h/2; 
.vec kO, kl, k2, k3, yn; 
.for j .to upbx 
.do phi[U] [ ,j] := yn := j .unitvec upbx; 
.mat psi tn := psi(xm(U), O), psi tnh2; 
.for labda .to labdaU 
.do .real t = labda * h; 
psi tnh2 := psi(xm(t-h2), t-h2); 
kO := h * psi tn * yn; 
kl := h * psi tnh2 * (yn + k0/2.0); 
k2 := h * psi tnh2 * (yn + kl/2.0); 
psi tn := psi(xm(t), t); 
k3 := h * psi tn *.(yn + k2); 
c2 := cu; co := C 
.od 
phi[labda] [ ,j] := yn := yn + (kO + 2.0*(kl+k2) + k3) / 6.0 
.od 
.od 
, computation of sum of squares of elements of matrix h(t,s) t 
.mat phi 2pi = phi[labdaOJ; 
.mat inv e min phi= .inv (.unitmat upbx - phi 2pi); 
.vecmat inv phi= .heap [O:labdaU] .mat; 
.for i .from U .to labdaO 
.do inv phi[i] :=.inv (.heap [1:upbx,l:upbx] .real := phi[i]) .od 
.proc hc2 = (.int labda t, labda s) 
( .mat he= · 
.real : 
e min phi* inv phi[labda s] 
( labda s <= labda t 
1 phi[labda t] * inv 







k • to upbx 
.for 1 .to 
); t hc2 i 
upbx .do sum+:= .sqr hc[k,l] .od .od 
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me : = O. 0; 
labda t .from O .by 2 .to labdaO 
If simpson , 
.real integral := hc2(labda t, 0) + 4*hc2(labda 
hc2(labda t, laodaU); 
.for labda s .from 2 .oy 2 .to labda0-2 
.do integral+:= 2*hc2(labda t, labda s) + 
4*hc2(labda t, labda s + 1) .od 
integral*:= h/3; 
me := max(mc, integral) 
me:= sqrt(2*pi*mc); 
f computation of multipliers# 
multipliers := eigval (phi 2pi); 
me 
); f compute mt 
t, 1) + 
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2.3. COMPUTER 
This routine estimates the upperbound r [4,(2.13)]. At this place we 







- X (x ( t) , t) , 
m 
and let t. = in/P, i = 0(1)2P-1. We then set, straightforwardly, 
l. 




The meaning of the parameters of 
proc COMPUTER= (int P,MS vecvec ALFA, 
proc (~,real) vec X) real 
is as follows: 






See COMPUTE M. 
See GALERKIN. 
On exit of COMPUTER the estimated valuer is assigned to COMPUTER. It is 
not~d that his routine can be called subsequently for different values of. P. 
This may be desirable in order to get an indication on the accuracy of the 
result. 
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.proc computer= (.int p, ms, .vecvec alfa, 
.proc ( .vec , .real ) .vec x) .real 
f initialization t 
.int p2 = 2*p, ms2 = 2*ms; 
.int upbx = .upb alfa[ms2); 
f computation of a trigonometric polynomial, 
see theorem 4 in the paper of urabe and reiter • 
.proc 









xm = (.real t, 
c, co , cl , c2 , 
msc. = ms, ms2c 
j • to upbx .do 
alfa[ms2c); 
c3; c2 : = c3; 
• vecvec alfa) .vec : 
c3 := .heap [1:upbx] 
= ms2; 
c3[jJ := 0.0 .od; 
cost= cos(t), sin t = sin(t); 
j .from msc-1 .by -1 .to U 
c := alfa[2*j+l] + 2*cos t*cl - c3; 
c := alfa[2*j] + 2*cos t*cU - c2; 
cu+ sin t*cl - cos t*c2 
); t compute xm(t) # 
t computation of rt 
.real 
c3 := cl; cl := c; 
c2 := cO; co := c 
t compute coefficients for the derivative of xm; 
.vecvec alfad := .heap [U:ms2] .vec , . 
alfaci[UJ := .heap [1:upox] .real ; 
. for i . to upbx .do alfad [OJ [ i] := 0. O .od 
.for i .to ms 
.do alfad[2*i] := .real (i) * alfa[2*i-1J; 
alfad[2*i-1J := -.real (i) * alfa[2*i] 
.od; 
.real rs:= U; 
.for i .to p2 
.do .real ti= i*pi / p; 
.od 
rs 
• real rsi = sqrt (. sqr (xm (ti, al fad) - x (xm (ti, alfa) , ti))); 
rs := max(rsi, rs) 
); f computer If 
2.4. The prelude 
i 
prelude of matrix and. vector routines 
for the computation of periodic ~olutions to 
periodic differential systems • 
• 
.mode .vec = .ref (] .real , 
.covec = .ref [] .compl , 
.mat = .ref [ , ] .real . , 
.mode .vecvec = .ref (] .vec , 
.vecmat = .ref (] .mat , 
.matmat = .ref l , l .mat ; 
.moae .vvec = .struct (.vec v, .vecvec vv), 
.mmat = .struct (.mat m, .matmat mm)1 
i the mode vvec, resp. mmat, is createa to permit the addressing 
of a specific part of the heap by an object of the mode vec, resp. 
mat, as well as by an object of the mode vecvec, resp. matmat • 
• proc genvvec = (.int ubl, ub2) .vvec: 
( .int widthl = ubl+l, width2 = ub2; 
.vec v = .neap (l:widthl*width2) .real ; 
.vecvec vv = .heap (O:ubl] .vec; 
.int index := O; 
.for i .from O .to ubl 




); , genvvec reserves heap memory for the elements of an object of the 
mode vvec, says. 
v .of swill contain a reference to (1: (ubl+l)*ub2] .real and 
vv .of s a reference to (O:ubl) .vec , where each element consists 
of a reference to (l:ub2) .real • 
@( (vv .of s) (i) [j]) = @( (v .of s) [i*ub2+j)). 






genmmat = (.int ubl, ub2) .mmat 
widthl = ubl+l, width2 = ub2; 
width= widthl * width2; 
.mat m = .heap (1:width,l:width] .real ; 
.matmat mm= .heap (U:ubl,O:ubl] .mat; 
.int indexl := U; 
.for i .from U .to ubl 
.do .int index2 := U; 
.for j .from O .to ubl 
.do mm(i,j] := mlindexl+l:indexl+width2, 
index2+1:index2+width2]; 
index2 +:= width2 
.od ; 
indexl +:= width2 
.od ; 
(m, mm) 
); I genmmat reserves heap memory for the elements of an object of the 
mode mmat, says. 
m .of swill contain a reference to 
(1: (ubl+l)*ub2,l:(ubl+l)*ub2] .real and mm .of s a reference to 
[U:ubl,U:ubl] .mat , where each element consists of a reference to 
ll:ub2,l:ub2] .real • 
@((mm .of s)li,j](k,l]) = ~((m .of s)(i*ub2+k,j*ub2+1]). 
( @: address of) 
.op .initialize = (.vvec vvv) .void 
( • vec v = v • of vvv; 
.for i .to .upb v .do v[i] := O.U .od 
); # initialize vvec on zero# 
• op • initialize 
.mat m = m .of 
• for i • to n 
.do .for j .to 
.do m(i,j] 
.od 
= ( .mmat 
mmm; . int 
n 
mmm) .void 
n = .upb 
: = 0. O • od 
); J initialize mmat on zero# 
,prio .unitvec = d; 
.op .unitvec = (.int i, upb) .vec : 
( .vec e = .heap [l:upb] .real; 
.for j .to upb .do e(j] := u.u .od 
e(i] := l.U; 
e 
) ; f unitvec i~ 
.op .unitmat = (.int upb) .mat : 
.mat e = .heap [1:upb,l:upb] .real 
.for i .to upb 
m; 
.do .for j .to upb .do e[i,j] := O.U .od 
e(i,i] := l.U 
.od 
e 
) ; f unitmat # 
.proc max= (.real a, b) .real 
( a > b! a! b ) ; 
.op .sqr = (.real x) .real x*x; 
.op .sqr = (.vec v) .real : 
( .real norm := O.U; 
) ; 
.for i .to .upb v .c.10 norm+:= .sqr v[i] .od 
norm 
.op +:= = (.vec vl, v2) .vec 
( .for i .to .upb vl 
.do vl[i] +:= v2[i] .od ; 
vl 
); # vec +:= vec # 
.op + = (.vec vl, v2) .vec : 
.int n = .upo vl; .vec v = .heap [l:nJ .real 
.for i .to n .do v[i] := vl[iJ + v2[i] .od; 
V 
); f vec + vec lf 
.op +:==(.mat m, .real r) .mat 
( • for i • to • upb m 
.do m[i,iJ +:= r .od ; 
m 
); f mat+:= real* unit mat# 
.op +:==(.mat 1nl, m2) .mat 
.int n = .upo ml; 
• for i • to n 
.do .for j .to n 
. do ml [ i, j] +: = m2 [ i, j] • od 
.od 
ml 
); f mat+:= matt 
.op -:= = (.vec vl, v2) .vec 
( • for i • to • upb vl 
.do vl[i) -:= v2[i] .od ; 
vl 
); # vec -:= vec t 
.op - = (.vec vl, v2) .vec : 
( .int n = .upb vl; .vec v = .heap [l:n) .real 
.for i .to n .do v[i) := vl[i] - v2[i) .od; 
V 
); t vec - vec # 
13 
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.op -:= = ( .mat m, .real r) .mat : 
( .for i .to .upb m 
.do m(i,i] -:= r .od ; 
m 
) ; f mat -:= real * unit mat # 
.op - = (.mat ml, m2) .mat: 
( .int n = .upb ml; .mat m = .heap (l:n,l:n] .real; 
• for i • to n 
.Clo .for j .to n .do m(i,j] := ml(i,j] - m2(i,j] .od .od; 
m 
); f mat - matt 
.op -:= = (.vecvec vvl, .vecvec vv2) .vecvec : 
( .int nl = .upb vvl; .int n2 = .upb vvl(nl]; 
.for i .from o .to nl 
.do .for j .to n2 
• do vvl [ i] ( j] - : = vv2 ( i] [ j] • od 
.od 
vvl 
); t vecvec -:= vecvec I 
.op *=(.real r, .vec v) .vec 
( .int n = .upb v; 
• vec vc = • heap ( l: n] • real 
• for i • to n 
.do vc(i] := r * v[i] .od ; 
vc 
); f real* vec t 
.op * = (.vec vl, v2) .real :' 
( .real inprod := 0.0; 
.for i .to .upb vl .do inprod +:= vl(i] * v2(i] .od 
inprod 
); t innerproduct of vectors i 
.op * = (.real r, .mat m) .mat : 
( .int n = .upb m; 
.mat rm = .heap [l:n,l:nJ .real 
• for i • to n 
.do .for j .to n 
.do rm[i,j] := r * m[i,j] .od 
.OC1 
rm 
); I real* matt 
.op * = (.mat m, .vec v) .vec : 
( .int n = .upb v; 
.vec mv = .heap (l:n] .real ; 
• for i • to n 
.do .real s := O.U; 
.for j .to n 
.do s +:= m(i,j] * v(j] .od 
mv ( i]i : = s 
.od 
mv 
) ; i .mat * vec i 
.op *=(.mat ml, m2) .mat 
( .int n = ~upb ml; 
.mat m = .heap (l:n,l:n] .real 
• for j • t:o n 
• do m [ , j] : = ml * m2 ( , j] • od ; 
m 
) ; # mat * mat # 
.op /:= = (.vec v, .real r) .vec 
• for i • to • upb v 
• do v [ i] /: = r • oci 
V 
); i vec /:= real f 
.op I = (. vec v, .real 
( .int n = .upb v; 
r) .vec 
.vec w = .heap ( l: n] .real 
.for i .to n 
.do w ( i] := v(i]/r .od . I 
w 
); # vec /real# 
.op /:==(.mat m, .real r) .mat 
.int n = .upb m; 
• for i • to n 
.do .for j .to n 
.do m[ i,j] /:= r .od 
.od 
m 
); , mat/:= real 1 
15 
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.proc eigval = (.mat m) .covec: 
( i computation of complex eigenvalues of a square matrix. 
i 
first the matrix is transformed to hessenberg form, next a schur 
decomposition is performed with mixed single and double shift. 
( see louter-nool·, m., the calculation of eigenvalues and invariant 
subspaces, report nw, mathematisch centrum, amsterdam (to appear) ) • 
in case the order of m is less than three the eigenvalues are 
directly computed. 
.int n = .upb m; .covec eigval = .heap [l:n] .compl 
( n = 1 
! eigval(l] := m[l,l] 
! :n = 2 
! .real mll = m[l,11, ml2 = mll,2], m21 = m(2,l], m22 = m[2,2]; 
.real milpm22 = mll + m22; 
) ; 
.real discr = .sqr mllpm22 - 4*(mll*m22-ml2*m21); 
( discr >= 0 
) 
.real sqrt discr = sqrt(discr); 
eigval(l] := ( (mllpm22 + sqrt discr)/2, 0.0); 
eigval(2J := ( (mllpm22 - sqrt discr)/2, 0.0) 
.real sqrt discr = sqrt(-discr); 
eigval[l] := (mllpm22/2, sqrt discr/2); 
eigval(2J := (mllpm22/2,-sqrt discr/2) 
hessenberg (m); 
( .int nev = schur (m, eigval); nev > O 
print((newline, 10*" ", "only", whole(n-nev,-3), "eigenvalues", 
"are found")); 
.for i .to nev .do eigval[i] := (0.0, 0.0) .od 
) 
eigval 









hessenberg = (.mat m) .void : 
n = .upb m; .real norm:= o.u; 
i .to n 
• for j • to n 
.do norm:= max (.abs m[i,j], norm) 
k .to n-2 
.int kpl = k+l; .real maxi := u.u; 
.for i .from n .by -1 .to k+2 
.od 
. cio maxi : = max ( . abs m ( i, k J , maxi) • od 
maxi>= small real* norm 
maxi := max (.abs m(kpl,k], maxi); 
m[kpl:n,k] /:= maxi; 
.real sigma= sqrt(.sqr m[kpl:n,k]) * ( m[kpl,k] < U! -1! 1 ); 
.real x = m(kpl,k] +:= sigma; 
.real pik- =sigma* x; 
.for j .from kpl .to n 
.do m(kpl:n,j]-:=m(kpl:n,k]*m[kpl:n,j]/pik * m[kpl:n,k] .od 
.for i .to n 
.do m[i,kpl:nJ-:=m[i,kpl:n]*m[kpl:n,k]/pik * m[kpl:n,k] .od; 
m[kpl,k] :=-maxi* sigma 
); f hessenberg # 
.proc schur = ( .mat m, .covec eig) • int : 
( • int 
.real 
count; .int n = .upb m; .int maxit = lO*n; 
tol = 1.0 e-13;.real correction= 1.0 e-7; 
• proc rot2 = (. ref • real c, s) • real 
.real maxi= max (.abs c, .abs s); 
c /:= maxi; s /:= maxi; 
) ; 
.real delta= sqrt (c*c + s*s); 
C /:= delta; s /:= delta; 
maxi* delta 
.proc rot3 =(.ref.real a,b,c,pi) .real: 
) ; 
.real maxi= max (.abs a, max(.abs b, .abs c)); 
a/:= maxi; b /:= maxi; c /:= maxi; 
.real sigma= sqrt (a*a + b*b + c*c) * (a< O! -11 l ); 
a+:= sigma; pi :=a* sigma; 
maxi* sigma 
.proc qrsingle = (.int 1, u, .real shift) .void 
( .vec tau; .real cl, sl; 
m[l,l] -:= shift; 
.for k .from l .to u-1 
.ao .int kpl = k+l; m[kpl,kplJ -:= shift; 
.real c := m[k,k], s := m[kpl,k]1 
.real rot:= rot2 (c, s); 
( k > l! m[k,k-1) := rot*sl; rot*:=cl ) ; 
m[k,k] :=rot; 
.od 
tau:= .heap [l:u-k] .real := m[k,kpl:uJ; 
m[k,kpl:uJ := c*tau + s*m[kpl,kpl:u]; 
m[kpl,kpl:u] := c*m[kpl,kpl:u] - s*tau; 
tau := .heap [l:kpl-1) .real := m[l:k,k]; 
m[l:k,k] := c*tau + s*m[l:k,kpl]; 
m[l:k,kpl] := c*m[l:k,kpl] - s*tau; 
m[k,k] +:= shift; 
cl := c; sl := s 
m[u,u-1] := sl*m[u,u]; m[u,uJ := cl*m[u,u] + shift; 
count+:= l 




( • int 
.for 
,do 
qrdouble = (.int 1, u, .real shift) .void 
lpl = 1 + 1, uml = u - l; .vec tau; 
k .from 1-1 .to u-3 
.int kpl = k + 1, kp2 = k + 2, kp3 = k + 3, kp4 = k + 4; 
.real ml, m2, m3; 
( k >= 1 
ml := m[kpl,kJ; m2 := m[kp2,k]; m3 := m[kp3,k] 
m[l,l] -:= shift; m[lpl,lpl] -:= shift; 
m2 := m[uml,uml] - shift; m3 := -m[u,uml] * m[uml,u]; 
ml := (m[l,l} * (m[l,1J-m2) + m3) / m[lpl,l} + m[l,lplJ; 
m2 := m[l,lJ + m[lpl,lplJ -m2; 
m3 : = m [ l+ 2 , 1 pl ] 
) ; 
.real pi; 
.re~l rot= rot3 (ml, m2, m3, pi); 
( k < l! m[kp3,kpl] := 0.0! m[kpl,k] :=-rot); 
m[kp3,kp3] -:= shift; 
tau:= (ml*m[kpl,kpl:u} + m2*m[kp2,kpl:u] + m3*m[kp3,kpl:u])/pi; 
m[kpl,kpl:uJ -:=ml* tau; 
m[kp2,kpl:u] -:= m2 * tau; 
m[kpJ,kpl:u] -:= m3 * tau; 
.int min= ( kp4 > u! u! m[kp4,kpl] := U; m[kp4,kp2] := O; 
kp4 ) ; 
tau :=(ml*m[l:min,kplJ + m2*m[l:min,kp2J + m3*m[l:min,kp3])/pi; 
m[l:min,kpl] -:=ml* tau; 
m[l:min,kp2J -:= m2 * tau; 
m[l:min,kp3J -:= m3 * tau; 
m[kpl,kplJ +:= shift 
• Od ; 
.real ml:= m[uml,u-2], m2 := m[u,u-2]; 
m[uml,u-2] := rot2 (ml, m2); 
tau:= .heap [1:2] .real := m[uml,uml:u]; 
m[uml,uml:u] := ml*tau + m2*m[u,uml:u]; 
m[u,uml:u] := ml*m[u,u1nl:uJ - m2*tau; 
tau := .heap [1:u-1+1] .real := m[l:u,umlJ; 
m[l:u,uml] := ml*tau + m2*m[l:u,u]; 
m[l:u,u} := ml*m[l:u,u) - m2*tau; 
m[uml,umlJ +:= snift; m[u,uJ +:= shift; 
count+:= l 
) ; f qrdouble jf 
.proc deflation= (.int u) .int : 
( .int bg := u; .bool b := .true ; 
.while b .and bg > l 
.do ( .abs m[bg,bg-1] > tol! bg -:= l 
! b := .false 
.od 
bg 
) ; i deflation i 
m[bg,bg-1] := 0 ) 
i start of schur i 
.int og := n; count:= 0; 
.while og > O .and count< maxit 
.do .int bg = deflation (og); .int ogml = og -1; 
( .int l = og - bg; l = 0 
! eig{og] := (m{og,og], 0.0); og := ogml 
!:.real corr= 
( l > l 







( l' = 
delta:= (m{ogml,ogml] - m{og,og))/2; 
det = m{og,ogml] * m{ogml,og]; 






og -:= 2 
=delta+ m{og,og], im = 
: = (re, im); 
:= (re,-im); 
! qrdouble (bg, og, m{og,og]+corr) 
!:.real s: 
( .abs delta>= tol 
! delta := 1/delta; 
sqrt(-discr); 
s :=-delta* det/(sqrt(.sqr delta*det+l) + 1) 




l = l 
eig{og] := (m{og,og] + s, 0.0); 
eig[ogml] := (m[ogml,ogml] - s~ 0.0); 
og -:= 2 
! qrsingle (bg, og, m[og,og]+s+corr) 
) 
); i schur i 
.op .inv = (.mat m) .mat : 
( t inversion of a square matrix using lu - decomposition. 
in case the order of m is less than two the computation is 
performed airectly • 
• int n = .upb m; 
n = 1 
( .real x = m[l,l]; .aos x < small real* x*x 
! print((newline, "singular matrix")); error; m 
! m[l ,lJ := 1/x; m 
) 
[l:n] .int p; 
( .not dec(m,p) ! print((newline, "error in lu decomp"));error ); 
.mat inv = .unitmat n; 
• for j • to n 
.do sol(m, p, inv[ ,jJ) .od 
inv 
); i inverse of matrix f 
19 
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.proc aecsol = (.mat a, .vec b) .bool : 
( t solution of linear 
partial pivoting. 
incase the order of 
performed directly • 
system by means of lu - decomposition with 
a is less than three the computation is 
• int n = .upb b; 
n = l 
( .real x = a[l,lJ; .abs x <= small real* x*x 
.false 
b[l] /:= x; . true 
1 :n = 2 
.real all := a[l ,l], al2 := a[l,2], 
a21 := a[2,l], a22 := a[2,2], 
bl ":= b [l J , b2 := b [ 2]; 
.real eps = small real * max (all*all+al2*al2, 
( .abs all < .abs 
1 .real X := all; 
X := al2; 
X := bl; 
) ; 
( .abs all < eps 
1 • false 
a21 
all := a21; a21 := x; 
al2 := a22; a22 := x; 
bl := b2; b2 := X 
!:.real x = a21/all; .real y = a22 - al2*x; 
.abs y < eps 
) 
.false 
b2 := b[2] := (b2 - x*bl) / y; 
bl 1 J : = ( bl - al 2 * b2) / all ; 
• true 
[l:n] .int p; 
( dee (a, p) 1 sol (a, p, b); . true 
); f decsol t 
.false 
a2l*a2l+a22*a22); 
.proe dee== (.mat a, .ref [] .int p) .bool 
( # lu - decomposition of a square matrix# 
.int n = .upb p, .bool notsing := .true; 
[l:n] .real v; .real r := -1; 
.for i .to n · 
.do .real s = .sqr a[i, ]; 





v[i] := 1/s 
eps = small real* r; 
n .while notsing 
max := 0.0, .int pk := k, .vee eolk = a( ,k]; 
i .from k .to n 
k • l:o 
.real 
.for 
.do ( .real s = .abs (eolk[i] -:= a[i, :k-1] * eolk[ :k-1]) 
* V [ i] ; 
s > max! pk := i; max := s) 
.od ,, 
( maJ, < eps 
notsing := .false 
.vee rowk = a[k, ]; 
p [ k] : = pk; 
(pk/= k! [l:n] .real h := a[pk, ]; 
a[pk, ] := rowk; rowk := h; v[pkj := v[k] ) ; 
.for i .from k+l .to n 
.do rowk[i] -:= rowk[ :k-1] * a[ :k-1,i] .od ; 
rowk[k+l: J := 1/rowk[k] * rowk[k+l: ] 
.od ; 
notsing 
); # dee i 
.proe sol== (.mat a, .ref [] .int p, .vee b) .void 
# solution of linear system where the matrix is in lu - form# 
.int n = .upb p; 
.for k .to n 
.do .int pk= p[k], .real r = b[k]; 
b[k] :=(b[pk] - a[k, :k-l]*b[ :k-1]) / a[k,kJ; 
( pk /= k ! b [ pk] : = r ) 
.od ; 
.for k .from 
.do b[k] -:= 
) ; f sol tt 
n-1 .by -1 .to l 
a[k,k+l: ] * b[k+l: ] .od 
21 
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3. TWO EXAMPLES 
We shall give two examples to show how one can use the subroutines. 
For each example we list the ALGOL 68 program and its output. 
3.1. The van der Pol equation 
our first example is the van der Pol equation considered in [4, example 
3, p.133]: 
dx 
dt = y, 
(3. 1) 
dy = -x + 0.1(1-x2)y + 0.1 sin t. 
dt 
For a specification of the various parameters, see the program text. 
example urabe: 
( f procedure to print the computed galerkin approximation f 
.proc print xmt = (.vecvec alfa) .voio 
( 
.proc printalfa = (.real alfa) .voio 
print((" ( ", fixect(alfa, 12, ~), ")")); 
print((newpage, "xm(t) = ")); 
.int upox = .upD alfa[uJ, ms= .upo alfa .over 2; 
.for J .to upbx , 
.uo printalfa(alfaluJ [J}); print( (newline, ~•" ")) .od 
• for i . to ms 
.ao .vec alfasin = alfal2*i-l}, alfacos = alfa[2*i}; 
print((newline, u*" ","+")); printalfa(alfasin[l]); 
print((" . sin", wnole(i,-2) ,"t +")); 
printalfa(alfacos[lJ); 
.ou 
print((" . cos", whole(i,-2), "t", newline)); 
.for j .from 2 .to upox 
.ao print(~*" "); printalfa(alfasinlj]); print(ll*" "); 
printalfa(alfacosljJ); print(newline) 
.ou 
) ; lf print xm(t) # 
f right nano sioe function of the problem# 
.proc x 




= (.vec xm t, .real t) .vec 
x = xm t[l}, y = xm tlil; 
[ l: 2 J • real : = 
+ 0.1*(1-x*x)*y + u.l*sin(t)) 
i jacobian of the right hand siae function f 
.proc psi= (.vec xm t, .real t) .mat : 
.real x = xm tllJ, y = xm t[2]; 
.heap ll:2,1:2] ·.real := 
((U,O , 1.0 ), 
(-1.o - 0,2*x*y, 0.1*(1-x*x))) 
) ; 
f computation of the galerkin approximation of order 15 i 
.int nc ='32, ms= 15; 
.vecvec alfa := .heap [0:2*ms] .vec ; 
f initial approximation f 
.for i .from u .to 2*ms 
.ao alfa[i] := .heap [l:.l] .real := (O.O, 0.0) .od; 
alfa[l] [1] :=-0.1423; alfa[2] [1] :=-2.378tl; 
alfa[l] [2] := 2.3788; alfa[2] [2] :=-0.1423; 
galerkin ( nc, ms, alfa, x, psi); 
print xmt (alfa); 
f computation of tne upperbound m and the multipliers. 
(for three values of labdaO) 
.covec multipliers; i ms= 15; 
print((newline, newline, "labaao",13*" ", "m", 26*" " "multipliers", 
newline)); 
• for i • to 3 
.do .int labdaU = ( i! 64, 128, 25b ); 
.od; 
.real me= compute m (labdao, ms, alfa, multipliers, psi); 
print((whole(labdaU,-4), 7*" ", float(mc, lb, 9, 3), 5*" ", 
float(.re multipliers[l], 16, 9, 3), 3*" ", 
float(.im multipliers[l], lb, 9, J), " i",newline,32*" ", 
float(.re multipliers[2], 16, 9, 3), 3*" ", 
float(.im multipliers[2], lb, 9, 3), " i",newline, 
newline)) 
f computation of the residual constant r. (for three values of p) 
f 
f ms= 15 t 
print((newline, newline, " p ",13*" ", "r", newline)); 
.for i .to 3 
.do .int p = ( i! 16, 32, 64 ); 
.real rs= computer (p, ms, alfa, x); 




xm( t) "' -u.ouoouuuou ) 
+o.uoouoooou ) 
+ ( -0.142330101 ) . sin lt + -2.37a785902 . cos lt 
( +2.37ti7tiS902 ) -0.142330101 
+ ( +o.uuooooooo . sin 2t + +U.000000000 ) . cos 2t 
( -o.oooouoooo +0.000000000 ) 
+ ( +O.U4lti6753~ . sin 3t + -0.004646924 . cos 3t 
( +O. 013940772 +0.125602617 
+ ( +0.000000000 . sin 4t + +0.000000000 . cos 4t 
( -U.000000000 +0.000000000 
+ ( +0.000215279 ) . sin St + +0.001223706 . cos St 
( -0.006lldS31 ) +0.001076393 
+ ( -0.000000000 . sin 6t + +0.000000000 . cos 6t 
( -0.000000000 +0.000000000 
+ ( -O.OOOU39u73 . sin 7t + +0.000009756 . cos 7t 
+ ( +0.000000000 . sin tit + +0.000000000 . cos dt 
( -0.000000000 +0.000000000 
+ ( -0.000000430 . sin ~t + -0.00000135ti . cos 9t 
( +O.UUOU12223 -U.OU0003ti69 
+ ( +o.ououououu . sinlOt + +'U.000000000 . coslOt 
( -0.000000000 -u.ouuoooouo 
+ ( +O.OUUOOU047 . sinll t + -o.ooooouol!:I . cosllt 
( +O.OUOUOU2U4 +U.000000521 
+ ( +o.ououuoouu . sinl2t + +0.000000000 . cosl2t 
( -0.000000000 -u.000000000 
+ ( +O.OOOUOOUOl . sinl3t + +O.OUUOUOOU2 . cosl3t 
( -o.uooouoo22 +0.0UOOOOOlO 
+ ( +u.uuooououo . sinl4t + -u.000000000 . cosl4t 
( -o.ouuooouuu -0.000000000 
+ ( -o.uuuuoouoo . sinl5t + +u.ooooooouu . cosl5t 
( -U.UOOOOUOOl -0.000000001 
laodaO m multipliers 
64 +5.70o754ltile +l +ti. 7bll 71414e -1 +o.oooooooooe +O i 
+3. 5913bll43e -1 +u.oooooououe +O i 
128 +S.712471:>53le +l +ti. 76111i69b6e -1 +u.uouoooooue +U i 
+3.!>9l3449lde -1 +u.uuouoououe +O i 
25t> +S.7162Sl22le +l +b. 7ollcS77U7e -1 +o.uuoououooe +U i 





3.2. A Volterra-Lotka system 
Our second example belongs to the class of Volterra-Lotka systems 




(1+0.4 cos t)x - xy - 0.9 
2 
X , 
( 3. 2) 
dy -- - y + xy. 
dt 
For a specification of the various parameters, see the program text. 
volterra 1ot1<a: 
( f proceaure to print the computeo ~alerkin approximation* 
.proc print xmt = (.vecvec alfa) .voiu 
( 
.proc printalfa = (.real alfa) .voiu 
print((" ( ", fixea(alfa, 12, ~)," )")); 
print((newpage, "xrn(t) = ")); 
.int upox = .upo alta[UJ, ms= .upo alfa .over 2; 
.tor J .to upbx 
.ao printalfa(alfa[uj LjJ); print( (newline, ~•" ")) .oo 
.for i .to ms 
.uo .vec alfasin = alta[2*i-1J, alfacos = alfa[2*i]; 
print((newline, o*" ","+")); printalfa(alfasin[l}); 
print((". sin", whole(i,-2),"t +")); 
printalfa(alfacosLl}); 
print((". cos", wnole(i,-2), "t", newline)); 
.for j .from 2 .to upox 




) ; f print xm(t) If 
f rignt nana side function of tne proolem, 
.proc x = (.vec xm t, .real t) .vec 
( .real x = x,n t[ll, y = xm t[2J; 
.neap [l:2j .real := 
((l+U.4*cos(t))*x - x*y -U.9*x*x, -y + x*y) 
) ; 
f Jacooian of the rignt nand siue function f 
.proc psi = (.vec xm t, .real t) .mat : 
.real x = xrn t[lj, y = xm t[2J; 
.neap ll:2,1:Lj .real := 
((1 + u.~•cos(t) - y - l.d*x, -x ) , 




f computation of tne galerkin approximation of order 15 f 
.int nc = 32, ms= lS; 
.vecvec alfa := .neap [u:2*a1s] .vec ; 
f initial approximation f 
a.lfa[UJ := .heap ll:2] .real := 
alfa[lJ := .neap ll:2J .real := 
alfa[2J := .heap (1:2] .real := 
.for i .from 3 .to 2*ms 
.uo alfa[iJ := .neap ll:2J .real 
galerkin ( nc, ms, alfa, x, psi); 





, 0.1 ) ; 
, U. U4) ; 
,-U.04); 
( 0. 0, u.u) .oo 
lt computation of the upperoound m and the ,nultipliers. 
(for tnree values of laoaau) 
.covec multipliers; f ms= lS f 
print((newline, newline, "iaoaau",13*" " "m", 2b*" " "multipliers", 
newline)); 
• for i . to 3 
.ao .int laoaau = ( i! b4, li~, 2jo ); 
.ou 
.real me= compute m (laouau, ms, alfa, multipliers, psi); 
print((wnole(laoaau,-4), 7*" ", float(mc, lb,~, 3), S*" ", 
float(.re multipliers[lj, lb, ~, 3), 3*" ", 
float(.im 1nultipliersllj, lb, 'j, 3), " i",newline,32*" " 
float(.re multipliersl2J, lb, ~, 3), J*" ", 
float(.im 1nultipliers(2J, lu, 'j 1 J), " i",newline, 
newline)) 
f computation of the residual constant r. (for tnree values of p) 
f 
f ins = l!:> if 
print((newline, newline, " p ",13*" " "r", newline)); 
• for i . to J 
.ao .int p = ( i! 16, 32, b4 ); 
.real rs= computer (p, ms, alfa, x); 
print((wnole(p,-4), 7*" ", float(rs, lb, '), 3), newline)) 
.Ou 
27 
xm( t) = +1.uuuuuuuuu 
+U.lUUUUUUUU 
+ ( +U.221021%1 . sin lt + +U.2ld472259 . cos lt 
( +u.u2lt>S7!:i6U -0. U.216dl436 
+ ( +u.u2122567U . sin 2t + +U. UUtiUd65U3 . cos 2t 
( -0. UUl!:16!:i!:194 -U.U01U267l!:i 
+ ( +U.U012Jld:#7 . sin Jt + +U.UUU7U2737 . cos 3t 
( -u.uuU046~7u +U.UUUll64d:> 
+ ( +u.ouuudl2!Jd . sin 4t + +u.uuuuo7Su9 . cos 4t 
( +U.UUUUU5bU2 +U.UUUUU2214 
+ ( +u.uuuuu:i4b~ sin :it + +u.OUU009002 . cos St 
( +u.uuuuou1u2 -o.uuuuuu2Jo 
+ ( +u.uuouuuJ13 . sin bt + +U.UUUUUUd45 . cos b t 
( -0.UUUUUuUU:# -u.uuuuuuuus 
+ ( +u.uuuuuuull . sin 7t + +u.uuuuuuu7b . cos 7t 
( -u.uuuuuuuuu +u.uuuuuuuuu 
+ l -u.uuuuuuuuu . sin ot + +u.uuuuuuuu7 . cos ot 
/ ( +u.uuuuuuuuu +u.uuuuuuuuu 
+ ( -u.uuuuuuuuu . sin ::It + +u.uuuuuuuul . cos 9t 
( +u.uuuuuuuuu -u.uuuuuuuou 
+ ( -u.uuuuuuuuu . sinlUt + +u.uuuuuuuuu . coslut 
( -u.uuuuuuuuo -u.uuuuuuuuu 
+ ( -u.uuuuuuuuu . sinll t + +u.uuuuuuuuu . cosllt 
( -u.uuuuuuuuu +u.uuuuuuouu 
+ ( -u.uuuuuuuuu . sinl2t + +u.uuuuuuuuu . cosl2t 
( -u.uuuuuuuou +o.uuuuuuouu 
+ ( -u.uuuuuuuuu . sinlJt + +u.uuuuuuuuu . cosl3t 
( -u.uuuuuuuuu -u.uuuuuuuuu 
+ ( -u.uuuuuuuuu . sinl4t + +u.uuuuuuuuu . cosl4t 
( -u. lHiUUUUUUU -u.uuuuuuuuu 
+ ( +u.uuuuuuuuu . sinl:>t + -u.uuuuuuuuu . coslSt 
( +u.uuuuuuuuu +u.uuuuuuuuu 
laouau m multipliers 
b4 +l.741Jo7d43e +l +4.3!:IJbU:#U:>oe -1 +u.uuuuuuuuue +U i 
+7 .~o714oUlle -3 +u.uuuuuuuuue +u i 
1-lt> + l • 7 '¼ 13 t>U J o 2 e +l +4.J:#3oUo:#U2e -1 +u.uuuuuuuuue +u i 
+7 .~t>7llo419e -j +u.uuuuuuuuue +u i 
,bo +i.74uoJl3bUe +l +4.J~J6uots:#2e -1 +o.uuuouuuuue +u i 
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